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In this paper we present efforts for characterizing the three dimensional �3-D� movements of the
right hand and the face of a French female speaker during the audiovisual production of cued
speech. The 3-D trajectories of 50 hand and 63 facial flesh points during the production of 238
utterances were analyzed. These utterances were carefully designed to cover all possible diphones
of the French language. Linear and nonlinear statistical models of the articulations and the postures
of the hand and the face have been developed using separate and joint corpora. Automatic
recognition of hand and face postures at targets was performed to verify a posteriori that key hand
movements and postures imposed by cued speech had been well realized by the subject. Recognition
results were further exploited in order to study the phonetic structure of cued speech, notably the
phasing relations between hand gestures and sound production. The hand and face gestural scores
are studied in reference with the acoustic segmentation. A first implementation of a concatenative
audiovisual text-to-cued speech synthesis system is finally described that employs this unique and
extensive data on cued speech in action. © 2005 Acoustical Society of
America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.1944587�

PACS number�s�: 43.72.Ja �DOS� Pages: 1–XXXX

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech articulation has clear visible consequences.
When a person speaks, the movements of the jaw, the lips,
and the cheeks are immediately visible. However, the move-
ments of the underlying organs that shape the vocal tract and
the sound structure �larynx, velum, and tongue� are not so
visible: tongue movements are correlated with visible move-
ments �R�0.7� �Kuratate et al., 1999; Yehia et al., 1998;
Jiang et al., 2000�, but this correlation is insufficient for re-
covering essential phonetic cues such as place of articulation
�Bailly and Badin, 2002; Engwall and Beskow, 2003�.

People with hearing impairment typically rely heavily
on speech reading based on visual information of the lips and
face. However, speech reading alone is not sufficient due to
the lack of information on the place of tongue articulation
and the mode of articulation �nasality or voicing� as well as
to the ambiguity of the lip shapes of some speech units
�visemes as �u� versus �y��. Indeed, even the best speech
readers do not identify more than 50 percent of phonemes in
nonsense syllables �Owens and Blazek, 1985� or in words or
sentences �Bernstein et al., 2000�. This performance depends
on various factors but remains quite far from hearing sub-
jects. The highly trained deaf subjects in the Uchanski et al.
experiments �1994� obtained mean scores varying from 21%

to 62% with lip reading alone, depending on sentence pre-
dictability, whereas scores from 78% to 97% are obtained
with the help of Cued Speech.

Cued Speech �CS� was designed to complement speech
reading. Developed by Cornett et al. �1967; 1992� and
adapted to more than 50 languages �Cornett, 1988�, this sys-
tem is based on the association of speech articulation with
cues formed by the hand. While speaking, the cuer1 uses one
of his/her hand to point out specific positions on the face
�indicating a subset of vowels� with a hand shape �indicating
a subset of consonants�. The French CS �FCS� system is
described in Fig. 1. Numerous studies have demonstrated the
drastic increase of intelligibility provided by CS compared to
speech reading alone �Nicholls and Ling, 1982; Uchanski et
al., 1994� and the effective facilitation of language learning
using FCS �Leybaert, 2000; Leybaert 2003�.

A large amount of work has been devoted to CS percep-
tion, but few works have provided insights in the CS produc-
tion. Attina and colleagues �2002; 2004, 2003a� studied the
hand movements of a FCS cuer and their phasing
relations with visible �notably lip area� and audible speech.
They used a corpus of nonsense words
��CaCV1CV2CV1� sequences with C� �m,p, t� and V1 and
V2� �a , i ,u ,� , e�� and they observed an average advance of
200 ms for the beginning of the hand gesture with respect to
the acoustic realization of the CV syllable, and they also
observed the hand target position was reached quasisynchro-
nically with the acoustic consonantal onset of the CV syl-
lable. This confirmed the ad hoc rules retained by Duch-
novski et al. �2000� for their system of automatic generation
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of CS for English. The authors concluded in a “topsy-turvy
vision of Cued Speech” that hypothesizes that the hand
placement �i.e., the reached hand target� first gives a set of
possibilities for the vowel, the lips then delivering the
uniqueness of the solution. Rules for hand movement based
on this principle were integrated in a first 2-D audiovisual
Cued Speech synthesizer delivering Cued Speech from text
�Attina et al. 2003b�.

In the study we extend this pioneering work to the com-
plete characterization of the 3-D movements of the head,
face, and hand. We characterize here the cued speech pro-
duction of complete utterances. Section II is dedicated to the
description of our experimental design for collecting massive
motion capture data with high temporal and spatial precision.
In Sec. III we describe how motion capture data are regular-
ized using statistical shape models for the face and hand built
using selected data. In Sec. IV we further describe the ges-
tural scores we built from motion capture data in order to �a�
verify a posteriori that the cuer has effectively produced the
hand shapes and placements she has to do for complement-
ing speech production �b� study phasing relations of hand
placements and hand shapes with the speech signal. In Sec.
V we sketch the first version of an audiovisual concatenative
text-to-cued speech synthesis system built using the re-
sources of this study.

II. MOTION CAPTURE DATA

We recorded the 3-D positions of 113 retroreflective
markers glued on the hands and face of the subject, a skilled
cuer who has a daily practice of FCS with relatives, using a
Vicon® motion capture system with 12 cameras �see Fig.
2�a��. The system delivers the 3-D positions of candidate

markers at 120 Hz. Recordings and ground truth data pro-
cessing were performed at Attitude Studio. Further software
was provided to assist users in collecting coherent 3-D tra-
jectories and deleting outliers. Note that this tedious semiau-
tomatic task was not error-free. Two different settings of the
cameras enabled us to record three corpora.

�i� Corpus 1—hand only: the cuer produced all possible
transitions between eight hand shapes in free space,
with each hand shape corresponding to a subset of
consonants �see Fig. 2�b��.

�ii� Corpus 2—face and audio: the cuer uttered without
cueing, visemes of all isolated French vowels and all
consonants in symmetrical context VCV, where V is
one of the extreme vowels �a�, �i�, or �u�. This corpus
in similar to the one usually used at ICP for facial
cloning �Badin et al. 2002�

�iii� Corpus 3—hand, face, and audio: the cuer uttered
238 sentences, carefully selected to contain all French
diphones. This corpus has more than 200 000 frames
in total and was used for FCS recognition and
synthesis.

All productions were also videotaped using a camera
placed approximately 4 m in front of the cuer. The content of
the corpus was delivered sentence by sentence to the cuer by
a prerecorded acoustic prompt. This content was available to
her several weeks in advance. She was instructed to listen to
the acoustic prompt and repeat the utterances aloud as if she
was cueing them for a deaf partner standing just behind the
video recorder.

FIG. 1. French cued speech system.

FIG. 2. Motion capture experiment.
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For corpus 1, cameras were placed all around the hand
in order to gather 3-D positions of the markers even at ex-
treme retracted positions of the fingers. Another camera
setting—with a larger working space—was used for the sec-
ond and third corpora. Corpora 1 and 2 were used to build
statistical models of the hand and face movements sepa-
rately. The models were then used to recover missing data in
corpus 3, where the face was partially blocked by the hand,
and vice versa.

III. ARTICULATORY MODELS OF THE FACE AND
HAND

Building statistical models from raw motion capture data
has several technological and scientific motivations.

The first technological motivation was to provide a way
to clean up the data automatically: the semiautomatic label-
ing of 3-D trajectories is usually very costly and quite time
consuming. The second technological motivation was to ease
the work of the infographist, who will be responsible for
adjusting the movements of a predefined character or avatar
to these raw data: inverse kinematics is more effective when
dealing with clean target trajectories.

The scientific motivations concern �1� the study of pro-
duction of FCS and �2� the coordination between acoustics,
face, and hand movements during cued speech production.

A. Face

The basic methodology developed at ICP for cloning
speech articulation has already been applied to different
speech organs such as the face �Revéret et al., 2000� and the
tongue �Badin et al., 2002� and to different speakers �Bailly
et al., 2003�. From raw motion data, we estimated and sub-
tracted iteratively the elementary movements of segments
�lips, jaw,…� known to drive facial motion. These elemen-
tary movements were estimated using a Principal Component
Analysis �PCA� performed on pertinent subsets of flesh
points �e.g., points on the jaw line for the estimation of jaw
rotation and protrusion, lip points for lip protrusion/
retraction gesture�.

This basic methodology was previously applied to qua-
sistatic heads. Since the head was free to move in corpora 2
and 3, we need to solve the problem of the repartition of the
variance of the positions of the markers placed on the throat
between head and face movements. This problem was solved
in three steps.

�1� An estimation of the head movement using the hypoth-
esis of a rigid motion of markers placed on the nose and
forehead. A principal component analysis of the 6 pa-
rameters of the rototranslation extracted for corpus 3 was
then performed and the nmF �stands for number of free
movements of the head� first components were retained
as control parameters for the head motion.

�2� Facial motion cloning subtracting the inverse rigid mo-
tion of the full data. Only naF �stands for number of free
articulatory movements of the face� components were
retained as control parameters for the facial articulation.

�3� Throat movements were considered to be equal to head
movements weighted by factors �parameters wmF be-

low� less than one. A joint optimization of these weights
and the directions of the throat deformations was then
performed keeping the same values for the nmF and naF
predictors for each frame.

These operations were performed using facial data from
corpus 2 and 3 with all markers visible. A simple vector
quantization that guaranteed a minimum 3-D distance be-
tween selected training frames �2 mm� was performed before
modeling. This pruning step provided statistical models with
conditioned data.

The final algorithm for computing the 3-D positions
P3DF of the 63 face markers of a given frame is:

where mvt is the head movement controlled by the nmF

FIG. 3. Dispersion ellipses of the hand and face data �displayed relative to
the mean configuration�. Top: raw data. Bottom: residual. Both residuals are
computed, taking into account both the motion of the segment in space and
intrinsic motion.
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parameters pmF, M is the movement weighted for each
marker �equal to 1 for all face markers, less than 1 for mark-
ers on the throat� and P3D are the 3-D positions of the mark-
ers without head movements controlled by naF parameters
paF.

B. Hand

Building a statistical model of the hand articulation was
more complex. If we consider the palm as the carrier of the
hand �the 50 markers undergo a rigid motion that is com-
puted as the optimal translation and rotation of the 11 mark-
ers glued on the back of the hand, a reference configuration
of the markers being chosen with all fingers out�, the move-
ments of the wrist, the palm and the phalanges of the fingers
have quite a complex nonlinear influence on the 3-D posi-
tions of the markers. These positions also reflect poorly on
the underlying rotations of the joints: skin deformations in-
duced by the muscle and skin tissues produce very large
variations of the distances between markers glued on the
same phalange.

The model of hand articulation was built in four steps.

�1� An estimation of the hand movement using the hypoth-
esis of a rigid motion of markers placed on the back of
the hand in corpus 3. A principal component analysis of
the six parameters of this hand motion was then per-
formed and the nmH �stands for number of free move-
ments of the hand� first components were retained as
control parameters for the hand motion.

�2� For all frames from corpus 1 and 3, where the 50 mark-
ers were all visible, all possible angles between each
hand segment and the back of the hand as well as be-
tween successive phalanges were computed �rotation,
twisting, spreading,…�.

�3� A principal component analysis of these nH angles was
then performed and the naH �stands for number of free
articulatory movements of the hand shape� first compo-
nents were retained as control parameters for the hand
shaping.

�4� The sin� � and cos� � of these predicted values were com-
puted and a linear regression between these 2�nH+1
values �see vector P below� and the 3-D coordinates of
the hand markers �see matrix Xang below� was per-
formed �subtracting the inverse rigid motion of the full
hand data�.

Step �4� made the hypothesis that the displacement in-
duced by a pure joint rotation may produce an elliptic move-
ment on the skin surface �together with a scaling factor�.

The final algorithm for computing the 3-D positions
P3DH of the 50 hand markers for a given frame is as fol-
lows:

where mvt is the movement of the back of the hand con-
trolled by the nmH parameters pmH and ang is the set of
angles controlled by the naH parameters paH.

C. Modeling results

After pruning corpus 1 and 3, the training data for con-
structing the hand shape model consisted of 8446 frames.
After pruning corpora 2 and 3, the training data for facial
movements consisted of 4938 frames. The number of el-
ementary angles nH is equal to 23. Figure 3 shows the re-
duction of variance obtained by keeping naH=12 hand shape
parameters and naF=7 face parameters. Figure 4 shows an
example of a raw motion capture frame and the predicted
hand and face shapes.

We retained nmF=5 and nmH=5 parameters for the
head and hand movements.

Using the first 68 utterances of corpus 3 as training data
�68641 frames� and a joint estimation of hand motion and
hand shaping �resp., head motion and facial movements�, the
resulting average absolute modeling error for the position of
the visible markers was 1.2 mm for the hand and 1 mm for
the face �see Fig. 5�. Regularization of the test data �the next
170 utterances� by the hand and face models do not lead to a
substantial increase of the mean reconstruction error.

IV. FURTHER DATA ANALYSIS

Further data analysis was performed in order to verify
that the cuer had realized the recommended hand shapes and

FIG. 4. Reconstruction of a FCS frame. Part of the throat and fingers have
not been captured by the motion tracking system but have been recon-
structed properly by the face and hand models.

FIG. 5. Mean and standard deviation of the mean reconstruction error for
each sentence processed by the hand �top� and face �bottom� models. The
models were built using the 68 first sentences as learning data. The peak
errors for reconstructions are mainly due to false labeling of raw motion
data.
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hand positions with the consonants and vowels effectively. In
the following, all available frames were considered. Move-
ments and articulations of hand and face were regularized
and reconstructed using the hand and face models described
above.

A. The constriction model

Globally the FCS functions as a constriction model: with
a certain shape of the final effector �i.e., the hand�, a
constriction—most of the time a full contact, i.e., an
occlusion—is made between the hand and the face. The
place of constriction is determined by the vowel and the
shape of the effector is determined by the consonant. Con-
trary to vocal tract constrictions where the walls are almost
rigid—with the exception of the lips and the velum—cued
speech constrictions concern two movable body segments,
i.e., the head and the hand. If head movements were known
to contribute to the encoding of the linguistic structure of the
utterance and signals cognitive activities of the speaker, the
head movements here also participated in the realization of
hand–face constrictions: during speech, the head and the
hand both move toward each other �see Fig. 6� and the chin
or the throat to the hand according to the required hand
placements, i.e., finger/head constrictions. We computed the
relative displacements of the head and hand for producing
hand/face constrictions by considering the maximum dis-
tance between the hand and the face in the interval between
successive target hand shapes and placements. Figure 6
shows the histogram of the percentage of this distance ac-
complished by the head. The mean contribution is 7.7%.

B. Recognizing hand shapes and consonants

According to our previous experience �Attina et al.,
2002�, the maximal extension/retraction of the fingers—i.e.,
the hand shape target—was roughly synchronized with the
acoustic onset of the consonant �and of the vowel in case of
a vowel not preceded by a consonant�. We thus selected tar-
get frames in the vicinity of this relevant acoustic event and
labeled them with the appropriate key value, i.e., a number
between 0 and 8 �see Fig. 1�: 0 was dedicated to the rest

FIG. 6. Histogram of the percentage of distance accomplished by the head
of our speech cuer for producing hand/face constrictions.

FIG. 7. Data and dispersion ellipsis of the position of finger tip of the
longest finger for each targeted hand placements. Please note the main ori-
entation of the four dispersion ellipsis for throat, chin, mouth and cheek. As
expected, neutral and side hand placements exhibit the larger dispersion
ellipsis �with the main axis perpendicular to the others�.

FIG. 8. Recognition of the hand shapes �top� and hand placements �bottom�
by simple Gaussian models. The vertical lines show hand targets together
with the required hand shapes and placements. Note that intermediate mod-
els may be triggered by a movement between hand targets. See, for example,
the transition �zone 3 enlightened with translucent gray� between the hand
placements 2 and 5: the model for hand placements 3 is naturally triggered
�the hand goes nears the chin while moving from the mouth to the throat�.
Consonants are often cued well in advance of their acoustic onset �see zones
1 and 2�: for example, the hand shape 5 for the first consonant �m� is
deployed 50/ .12=416 ms before its acoustic onset. Similarly, the hand
shape 2 that signals the fourth consonant �z� is deployed 15/ .12=125 ms
before its acoustic onset.
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position chosen by the cuer with a closed knuckle. These
target frames were carefully chosen by plotting the values of
seven parameters against time.

�i� For each finger, the absolute distance between the
flesh point of the first phalange closest to the palm
and that closest to the finger tip: a maximal value
indicated an extension whereas a minimal value cued
a retraction.

�ii� The absolute distance between the tips of the index
and middle finger in order to differentiate between
hand shapes 2 vs 8.

�iii� The absolute distance between the tip of the thumb
and the palm in order to differentiate between hand
shapes 1 vs 6 and 2 vs 7.

The 4114 hand shapes were identified and labeled. The
seven characteristic parameters associated with these target
hand shapes were then collected and simple Gaussian models
were estimated for each hand shape. The a posteriori prob-
ability for each frame belonging to each of the eight hand
shape models can then be estimated. We exhibit in Fig. 8 an
example of the time course of these probability functions
over the first utterance of the corpus together with the acous-
tic signal. Large anticipatory patterns revealed that the lip
shape effectively acts as a complementary information to the
hand shape �see Sec. IV A�.

The recognition rate was quite high: there were only 4
omissions and 50 errors for a recognition rate of 98.78% �see
the detailed confusion matrix in Table I�. The errors involved
mainly confusions between the coding of mid-vowels �/e/ vs
/�/ /o/ vs /Å/� and omissions of the coding of glides in com-
plex CCCV sequences �such as /r/ in /strÅ/�.

C. Recognizing hand placements and vowels

Not only did the maximal extension/retraction of the fin-
gers coincide most of the time with the acoustic onset of the
consonant, but also the hand placement: CS provided both

the upcoming vowel and the consonant together, far ahead of
the actual realization of the segments.

We thus added to the labels of nine hand shape targets
set by the procedure described previously, the appropriate
hand placement value, i.e., a number between 0 and 5 �0 for
the rest position, i.e., the same as above, the cueing hand
with the close knuckle being far from the face�. Additional
targets were also added for single vowels and start/end hand
positions. Targets for single vowels were labeled with hand
shape 5 while the rest position was labeled with hand place-
ment 0.

We characterized the hand placement for these target
configurations in a 3-D referential linked to the head: the 3-D
position of the longest finger �index for hand shape 1 and 6
and middle finger for the others� were collected and simple
Gaussian models were estimated for each hand placement.

Of the 4114 hand placements, 96.76% were identified
with a total of 133 errors �Table I�. There were two main
sources of incorrect identifications.

FIG. 9. Phasing gestures with reference to the different acoustic segments
they are cueing. Distributions of absolute time difference of different events
with reference to the acoustic onset of the segment. Both hand shapes and
hand placements start well before the acoustic onset of the speech segment
they are supposed to disambiguate.

FIG. 10. Synthesis of the word “Bonjour!” ���bÅ̃cur � � means Hello!� by the
audiovisual text-to-cued speech system. Two chronographs of the hand and

face gestures generated for sequence ��bÅ̃� are shown �a� after raw concat-
enation and �b� after applying the smoothing procedure. The interval on the
score is evidenced by a dotted rectangle. Since the dikey �00-24�, is not in
the dikey dictionary, the system has selected the nearest dikey in the dictio-
nary, i.e., �00-34�. The raw dikey concatenation produces the expected
movement discontinuity between frame 86 and 87 while the anticipatory
smoothing procedure corrects nicely both the hand and face movements.
Please check the effects of this procedure on the recognition of the hand
shapes and placements �top caption�: raw concatenation �data in light gray�
triggers consecutively the hand placements 0, 1, 3, and 2, whereas the
smoothing procedure �data in back� restores the good sequence 0, 1, and 2.
Also see the increased anticipation for cueing the final �r�.
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�i� Hand placement 1 �side�. This hand placement was
used for a consonant followed by another consonant
or a schwa and an undershoot of this short target oc-
curs very often �i.e., the cuer only points to the side
but does not reach it�. The tendency to undershoot is
clearly shown in Fig. 7.

�ii� Hand placement 0 displays a large variance �see Fig.
7� and hand placements 1 �side� and 4 �cheeks� real-
ized too far away from the face were sometimes cap-
tured by the Gaussian model as hand placement 0.

D. Phasing speech and gestures

In the present study, the data also gathered valuable in-
formation on phasing relations between speech and hand
gestures and confirmed the advance of the hand onset gesture
already hypothesized by Attina et al. �2003a�. On the basis
of the gestural scores provided by the cued speech decoder
presented in Sec. IV B, we analyzed the profile of hand
shape and hand placement gestures with reference to the
acoustic realization of the speech segment they are related to
�hand shape for consonants and hand placement for vowels�.
The extension of a gesture was defined as the time interval
where the probability of the appropriate key �shape or place-
ment� dominates the other competing keys. We excluded
from the analysis the segments that required the succession
of two identical keys. A sketch of the profiles for CV, V-only,
and C-only sequences is presented in Fig. 9 and Table II�.
These results extended the data provided by Attina et al:
despite an important dispersion of the data, both the hand
shape and hand placement were realized well before the
acoustic onset of the speech segment they relate to. Further-
more, the hand shape and hand placement gestures were

highly synchronized since they participated both in the hand/
head constriction, as amplified above. We tested several hy-
pothesizes on these phasing profiles. The conclusions are as
follows.

�i� For CV segments: hand placement onsets are signifi-
cantly synchronized with the acoustic onset of the
segment �p�0.05�, hand shape onsets being notably
in advance. Their offsets are within the second part of
the vowel �p�0.01�. The target �labeled by hand at
the center of the holding of both the hand shape and
placement� remain within the consonant �a mean de-
lay of 89 ms for an average consonantal closure of
129 ms�: This result is an important one because it
validates the conclusions of Attina and colleagues on
a more extensive corpus, i.e., the synchronization of
the hand with the beginning of the CV syllable, the
duration of the hand placement until the beginning of
the vowel then its move during the vowel; towards the
placement of the next CV syllable.

�ii� For C-only segments, hand shape and position onsets
are significantly in advance of the acoustic onset of
the consonant �p�10e−9�. Their targets are synchro-
nized with the acoustic onset of the consonant �p
�0.05�. The offset of the hand shape is within the
consonant. The offset of the hand position is synchro-
nized with the acoustic offset of the consonant �p
�0.01�.

�iii� For V-only segments, hand shape and position onsets
and targets are significantly in advance of the acoustic
onset of the vowel �p�10e−9�. Their targets are syn-
chronized with the acoustic onset of the vowel �p
�0.05�. Their offsets are realized within the vowel.

TABLE I. Confusion matrices. Left: for hand shapes; right: for hand placements.

Expected hand shapes Expected hand placements

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5

Recognized 0 462 1 1 4 4 15 0 0 3 Recognized 0 475 27 6 5 3 8
1 0 482 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1647 2 2 3 0
2 1 0 419 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 14 565 3 7 0
3 0 0 0 598 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 9 6 361 0 3
4 2 0 2 0 357 0 0 0 0 4 0 9 9 1 359 0
5 9 0 0 1 0 957 0 1 0 5 0 1 4 8 2 574
6 2 1 0 0 0 0 545 1 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 82 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 162

TABLE II. Average delay �ms� between the acoustic onset of CV, C-only or V-only segments and the onset,
offset, and target position of the hand shape and position gestures. Remark: only the segments whose hand
shapes and placements differ from their neighbors are taken into account.

Nb
CV

1027
C

474
V

182

Shape Position Shape Position Shape Position

Onset −191 −189 −234 −386 −517 −324
Offset 174 218 24 248 62 15
Target −24 −24 −110 −110 −177 −177
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V. TOWARD AN AUDIOVISUAL TEXT-TO-CUED
SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM

This corpus provided an extensive coverage of the
movements implied by FCS and we have designed a first
audiovisual text-to-cued speech synthesis system using con-
catenation of multimodal speech segments. Concatenative
synthesis using a large speech database and multirepresented
speech units has been largely used for acoustic synthesis
�Campbell, 1997; Hunt and Black, 1996� and more recently
for facial animation �Minnis and Breen, 1998�. This system
is—to our knowledge—the first system attempting to gener-
ate hand and face movements and articulations together with
speech using the concatenation of gestures and acoustics.
Two units will be considered below: diphones for the gen-
eration of the acoustic signal and facial movements; and
dikeys2 for the generation of head motion as well as for hand
movements and articulations.

A. Coverage of the corpus: towards text-to-cued
speech synthesis

This corpus was designed initially for acoustic concat-
enative speech synthesis. The coverage of polysounds �the
part of speech comprised between successive stable allo-
phones, i.e., similar to diphones but excluding glides as
stable allophones� was quasioptimal: we collected a mini-
mum number of two occurrences of each polysound with a
small number of utterances.

Although not quite independent �see Sec. IV�, hand
placements, and hand shapes were almost orthogonal. The
coverage of the corpus in terms of successions of hand place-
ments and hand shapes was quite satisfactory �see Table III�:
no succession of hand shapes nor hand placements was miss-
ing.

A first text-to-cued speech system had been developed
using these data. This system proceeds in three steps.

�i� A prosodic model �Bailly, 2004; Bailly and Holm,
submitted� trained using corpus 3 computes phoneme
durations from the linguistic structure of the sen-
tences.

�ii� Sound and facial movements are handled by a first
concatenative synthesis using polysounds �and di-
phones if necessary� as basic units.

�iii� Head movements, hand movements, and hand shaping
movements are handled by a second concatenative
synthesis using dikeys �see below� as basic units.

A key �hand and head gesture� will be referenced in the
following by two numbers representing the hand placement
and hand shape. For example, the key 24 �hand placement 2
together with hand shape 4� will be selected for cueing the
CV sequence �bõ�. The so-called dikeys are part of move-
ments comprised between two successive keys. For example,
the dikey �00-24� stores the hand and head movements from
the rest position 00 toward the key 24. Once selected, the
onsets of these dikeys were further aligned with the acoustic
C mid-point for full CV realizations, vocalic onsets for “iso-
lated” vowels �not immediately preceded by a consonant�
and consonantal onsets for “isolated” consonants �not imme-
diately followed by a vowel�. This phasing relation is in
accordance with the data presented in Sec. IV D. If the full
dikey does not exist, replacement dikeys are found by replac-
ing the second hand placement of the dikey by the closest
one that does exist in the dikey dictionary. The proper dikey
will then be realized through the application of an anticipa-
tory smoothing procedure �Bailly, 2002� that considered the
onset of each dikey as the intended target of the first key: a
linear interpolation of the parameters for the hand model is
gradually applied within the preceding dikey in order that its
final target coincide with the onset of the current dikey.

An example of a sequence generated by the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 10. The sequence results from the
concatenation and smoothing of four dikeys selected from
four different utterances. Automatic recognition of the hand
shapes and placements �similar to Fig. 8� is provided in order
to demonstrate the ability of the system to generate the ap-
propriate gestures. This two-step procedure generated ac-
ceptable synthetic cued speech. It, however, considers the
head movements to be entirely part of the realization of
hand-face constrictions and uses, for now a crude approxi-
mation of the speech/gesture coordination �although being a
very satisfactory first-order approximation as suggested by
Attina et al., 2002�.

B. From gestures to appearance

The text-to-cued speech synthesis system sketched
above delivered trajectories of a few flesh points placed on

TABLE III. Number of «dikeys»: transitions between two hand targets. Left: for hand shapes; right: for hand placements.

Next hand shape Next hand placement

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5

Previous 0 0 36 12 26 11 80 69 1 3 Previous 0 0 70 34 27 51 56
1 27 38 55 99 49 118 62 14 22 1 127 689 305 172 168 246
2 27 44 45 65 41 95 69 7 29 2 32 306 77 47 39 91
3 47 89 68 74 61 157 67 11 30 3 14 288 22 21 10 25
4 28 43 38 47 23 74 75 13 20 4 19 142 78 46 42 47
5 47 123 94 183 105 244 130 15 31 5 46 212 76 67 64 120
6 37 83 87 71 48 138 41 17 24
7 7 5 9 20 10 13 16 3 1
8 18 23 14 19 13 53 17 3 5
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the surface of the right hand and face. We plan to evaluate
the benefits brought by this system in speech understanding
using the point-light paradigm we already used for face only
�Bailly et al., 2002; Odisio and Bailly, 2004�.

We are currently interfacing this trajectory planning with
a detailed shape and appearance model of the face and hand
of the original speaker. High definition models of these
organs—comprising several hundreds of vertices and
polygons—are first mapped onto the existing face and hand
parameter space. A further appearance model using video-
realistic textures is then added �Elisei et al., 2001; Bailly et
al., 2003�. Figure 11 illustrates our ongoing effort toward the
animation of a videorealistic virtual cuer. Applying the same
procedure to a high definition model of the hand is currently
under study.

C. Comments

An important challenge of the phonetic description of
FCS is clearly understanding the constraints acting on the
multisegment gestural planning: several segments are, in
fact, recruited in addition to the usual speech articulators
�jaw, lips, tongue, larynx,…�. Head and hand movements
should be appropriately phased in order to ease lip reading.
We suggest here that this planning be done in terms of con-
strictions made while recruiting specific hand configurations.
This planning ensures that cued speech information will be
delivered well in advance of the lip reading information. This
gestural score has interesting similarities with data on syn-
chronization between deictic pointing and speech that evi-
dences also an important anticipatory pointing gesture in re-
lation with acoustic onset �as large as 300 ms in Castiello et
al., 1991�. For an optimal processing of the message, the
“where” component of the multimodal deictic gesture should
precede the “who” component.

Movement execution recruits segments in an optimal
manner, but all segments actually participate in the realiza-
tion of the series of constrictions. A major challenge for

movement analysis and generation will be to separate out
prosodic—or literally suprasegmental—movements of the
head from movements of the head contributing to the correct
decoding/encoding of the speech segments.

Another important issue will be to understand what the
influence of FCS is, on the temporal organization of the
speech gestures and more specifically on the rhythmical or-
ganization of the speech stream.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The immense benefits of Cued Speech in terms of giving
access to language structure and speech comprehension to
deaf people should be grounded in a deep understanding of
its implementation by actual speakers. Although precise
qualitative guidelines have been specified by Cornett, the
FCS is an evolving system whose phonetic structure is con-
stantly enriched by cuers.

We analyzed here the live recordings of the hand, face
and head gestures with reference to the phonetic structure of
the speech sounds produced by a user of FCS. When com-
pared to the expected hand shapes and hand placement tar-
gets positioned by the hand, the automatic cued speech rec-
ognizer operating on hand gestural scores identified
respectively 98.14% and 95.52% of the hand shapes and
placements. The errors could clearly be interpreted in terms
of undershoot or true phonetic confusions, mostly involving
confusions between vowel apertures or consonant devoicing/
voicing.

The study of the phasing relation between these gestural
scores and the phonetic structure of the sound produced con-
firmed the empirical rules used by Duchnowski et al. �2000�
for automatically superimposing virtual hand shapes on a
prerecorded video of a speaking person and the motion cap-
ture data analyzed by Attina et al. �2002; 2003a; 2004�: the
hand movements provided phonetic cues for the decoding of
the incoming speech well before any other acoustic or facial
cues; typically more than 200 ms before the acoustic onset of
the sound the gesture related to. Further perception experi-
ments involving gating experiments and reaction times will
be required to test if this cued speech advantage is actually
used by observers and to test the sensitivity of their perfor-
mance when this anticipatory coarticulation is altered.

The observation of cuers in action is thus a prerequisite
for developing technologies that will assist deaf people in
learning FCS. The database recorded, analyzed, and charac-
terized here is currently exploited within a multimodal text-
to-FCS system that will supplement or replace on-demand
subtitling by a virtual FCS cuer for TV broadcasting or home
entertainment. With the ARTUS project, ICP and Attitude
Studio collaborate with academic and industrial partners in
order to provide the French–German TV channel ARTE with
the possibility of broadcasting programs dubbed with virtual
CS. The movements of which are computed from existing
subtitling or captured life on a FCS interpreter, watermarked
within the video and acoustic channels and rendered locally
by the TV set. The low transmission rate of CS as required

FIG. 11. Driving a complete shape and video-realistic appearance model of
the cuer from the parameters of the face model. �a� Initial facial flesh points;
�b� high-definition mesh; �c� textured mesh. High-definition meshes and
video-realistic textures for the hand �see �d��, the teeth and the inner mouth
are currently under development.
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by watermarking should also benefit from a better under-
standing of the kinematics of the different segments involved
in the production of CS.
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